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A BRIEF SUMMARY OF SOME QUESTION FORMATS AND STYLES.

Read the opinions expressed in The zoo debate as the text for a set of questions.

  

Many tests are based on multiple-choice responses. You are most often given a choice of four possible answers (options) 
to choose from. Options may be in a vertical or horizontal format.
Some will take the form of a question: You may have to circle a letter or shade a box.

1. Who will benefit in the long term by keeping animals in zoos?
 A zoo staff
 B poachers
 C educators
 D future generations

2. The long-term benefits of keeping animals in zoos will be for
 A zoo staff   B poachers
 C educators   D future generations

Some questions may have to do with a word or phrase meanings.
3. Choose the word that could best replace species as used in the text.
 A    kinds  B    makes  C    specialists   D    groups

4. Which word would best go in the space labelled (4)?
 A    investments  B    closures  C    generations  D    visits

Some questions are called free response questions. You will have to write an answer.
5. Who benefits illegally from wild animals? _________________(Write your answer on the line.)

Sometimes you might have to decide if something is TRUE or FALSE.
6. Tick the box to show if this statement is TRUE or FALSE.

    Animals are often poached for medical reasons.       TRUE    FALSE   

There will be times when you will have to read the whole text and make a judgement.
7. What are the two writers most concerned about in their writing?
 A    how to prevent poaching   B    the benefits of caging animals
 C    the importance of breeding programs  D    the cost of feeding zoo animals

8. There might be a question about the use of language in the text.
    The sentence, It is a foreign land, is an example of a
 A    metaphor   B    simile    C    hyperbole

9. You might have to decide if, according to the text, a statement is FACT or OPINION.
    Are the words, Zoos have safe cages, fact or opinion? _______________(Write your answer here.)

You may have to make a judgement about character or their motives.
10. Which word best describes how the AGAINST writer feel about the zoo issue?
 A    incensed  B    passionate C    confused   D    worried

11. Sometimes you might have to work out the sequence in which events occurred, and use numbers to show the
    correct sequence. (This passage does not lend itself to sequencing questions.)

Answers: 1. D,  2. D,   3. A,   4. C,   5.poachers   6. TRUE,   7. B,   8. A (metaphor)   9.FACT   10.B

FOR ZOOS   It is claimed that animals don’t have rights as people do. It follows that in order to protect certain species they need to be captured or 
rescued and confined to secure environments. Wildlife poaching for ivory, fur, hides and dubious ‘medicines’ continues regardless of international 
treaties banning it. Zoos are an option - a haven for saving and breeding of endangered wild animals for future                (4)             . Zoos have safe cages.
AGAINST ZOOS   Regardless of how good facilities in a zoo are, animals are in prisons. Animals suffer when confined to a cage! Their natural 
movements are not bounded by fences. Their feeding behaviour is determined by humans not by natural instincts and skills. These skills are lost. 
Released animals rarely survive long in their so-called natural environment. It is a foreign land.
Zoos are nothing more than a recreational pleasure for families with very little educational benefit.

   Adapted from an idea in: http://www.buzzle.com/articles/pros-and-cons-of-zoos.html

The question could have 
been framed so that 

you have to complete a 
sentence.
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Year 7 Comprehension Passages and Exercises
Each of the 40 passages has a set of eight questions - comprehension and language questions,based upon 
that text. Following the questions is a section called Lit Tip (short for Literacy Tips). These are gems of infor-
mation that are intended to develop the child’s responses to Language Conventions questions arising in texts 
and tests. They may also be beneficial when answering questions in Language Convention (Grammar) papers 
or when completing Writing assessment tasks.

Number Text type Title Lit Tip Page
1 Recount Deep Beyond the Reef Than or then 2 - 3
2 Report Green Ants in North Queensland Irregular plurals 4 - 5
3 Poetry Bosley Idiom 6 - 7
4 Narrative The Earthquake The royal we 8 - 9
5 Recount The Canning Stock Route Shades of meaning 10 - 11
6 Procedure Gumleaf Playing Euphemisms 12 - 13
7 Opinion/Persuasive Terms for Dying Rhetorical questions 14 - 15
8 Description Great Fire of London Tone in text 16 - 17
9 Explanation Elimination Tournaments The suffix ee 18 - 19

10 Report Pigeon Houses of France Dashes 20 - 21
11 Narrative The Tidy Towns Scheme Portmanteau words 22 - 23
12 Book review Book Review - Kangaroo Short word origins 24 - 25
13 Report Meanings Change Singular verbs 26 - 27
14 Poetry The Brook Assonance in poetry 28 - 29
15 Procedure Playing Dominoes Regular verbs / irregular verbs 30 - 31
16 Book Covers Pulp Magazines Inverted commas 32 - 33
17 Recount Lake Taupo Irony 34 - 35
18 Recount White Island Visit Brackets (a style of parenthesis) 36 - 37
19 Biography Bugs Bunny The suffix ism 38 - 39
20 Narrative The Photograph Mood (or atmosphere) 40 - 41
21 Report Beyond the Black Stump The @ (at) symbol 42 - 43
22 Poetry Andy’s Gone With Cattle Know your genre types 44 - 45
23 Explanation What are Electric Ants? Shades of meaning 46 - 47
24 Description The Reconnoitre Italics 48 - 49
25 Report Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum Improving narratives 1 50 -51
26 Report Bring Back the Rubbish Improving narratives 2 52 - 53
27 Explanation Idiom When to use an ellipsis 54 - 55
28 Procedure How to Write a Descriptive Passage What is a metonym? 56 - 57
29 Narrative Night Mystery Word connotations 58 - 59
30 Report Angkor Wat Noun-verb agreement 60 - 61
31 Book Covers Book Covers Extract, summary, review 62 - 63
32 Recount Historic Houses Adjective types 64 - 65
33 Procedure Make a Seismometer Colons 66 - 67
34 Explanation How a Canyon is Formed Comparing adjectives 68 - 69
35 Explanation Segways  Apostrophes 70 - 71
36 Explanation Understanding Cloud Symbols Noun-verb agreement 72 - 73
37 Explanation Clichés More on clichés 74 - 75
38 Poetry The Gymnast Improving narratives 3 76 - 77
39 Explanation Floods, Drought and the 

Southern Oscillation Index
Know the difference 78 - 79

40 Narrative After the Chase The prefix be 80 - 81
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1 Read the recount Deep Beyond the Reef. 

Deep Beyond the Reef
(Owen Scott lived with his family in Fiji and remembers life there in the middle of last century.)

As well as the arrival of the butcher, every day 
the Chinese market gardeners would bring fresh 
vegetables to the house. Both would take their 
produce separately to the back door. Fish caught 
in Laucala Bay was also brought to the back door.

Everything had to be covered against flies. 
Whatever you were drinking had a little fly cover 
over it, with beads that hung around the edge 
that tinkled against the side of the glass. In the fly 
season it was almost impossible to get food from 
plate to mouth. That was a practical reason why servants manned the punkahs 
(mechanical fans) in the tropics, however distasteful such an image of servitude 
is today. Even with punkahs, you also had to personally fan the fork from plate to 
mouth.

There were two other methods of dealing with the flies. Tapes were hung from 
the ceiling of the kitchen with a substance that attracted flies to it. At night they 
rested there. Before the servants left each day, long thin calico bags were carefully 
slipped up the tapes and tied at the top. The bags were then plunged into boiling 
water.

The other method involved a machine that my father thought came from Germany. 
It was a small box, inside of which was a barrel with indentions, like waves, where 
honey or jam was put. The barrel revolved very slowly when wound up. The flies 
stuck to the honey or jam and were then knocked off the barrel into a little pan 
of water placed underneath. As a child, my uncle Maurice used to watch this 
contraption for hours.

Considering the tropical heat, the flies and the lack of modern refrigeration the 
meals prepared by my grandmother were         (8)          .

Many thanks to Owen Scott for permission to use this text. 
From: Deep Beyond the Reef by Owen Scott 2004 Penguin Books pp. 51, 52
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Understanding Recounts                 Circle a letter to answer questions 1 to 8.

1. The flies became a problem for the Scott family while in Fiji
A when fishermen delivered fish to the backdoor
B after the servants had left the house for the evening
C in one particular season of each year
D when the grandmother was cooking one of the meals

2. Why did the writer state: it was almost impossible to get food from plate to mouth?
A the flies were a menace in their relentlessness
B the servants manning the punkahs were careless
C the beads on the food covers made eating awkward
D the quality of the delivered food was detestable

3. Look at the photo. 
The purpose of the beads on the jug cover is to

A make the cover attractive B provide soothing tinkling sounds
C scare off flies   D hold the cover in place

4. How did Maurice react to the fly trapping contraption?
A He was fascinated by it. B He was disgusted by it.
C He was appalled by it.  D He was puzzled by it.

5. The flies settled on the tapes hanging from the ceiling because
A it meant they were closer to a possible source of food
B they were attracted by the substances spread on the tapes
C it was a safe place to avoid being struck by the mechanical fans
D they were less likely to be killed by servants while on the tapes

6. The attitude of the Scott family to the non-Europeans was one of
A distrust   B ridicule
C superiority   D admiration

7. What was the most likely power source for the contraption for catching flies?
A electricity B clockwork C hand D wind

8. A word has been deleted from the text. 
Which word would be best suited to the space (8)?

A tasteless   B bearable
C meagre   D legendary

Lit Tip 1 - Improve your Literacy skills  Than or then

Than and then are often mispronounced in spoken English.

Than can be used as a preposition to introduce a comparison.

Example: The father was much shorter than his son.

It can also be used as a conjunction: He watches rather than plays.

Then is an adverb: I won some money then I lost it!

Circle the word that correctly completes these sentences. Give their part of speech. 

1. Sam was always helpful, (than, then) something happened. ___________________

2. Jan doesn’t know any more (than, then) I do! ___________________

Li
t 

T
ip
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2 Read the report Green Ants in North Queensland. 

Green Ants in North Queensland
Now if you thought life was busy – you haven’t seen 
anything until you’ve seen a green ants nest in full 
defence mode! They clamber all over the tree containing 
their nest and protect it from invaders with a fervour 
and ferocity only to be attributed to the Mongol hordes. 
These ants are often found in the fruiting trees of Far 
North Queensland. When an unsuspecting forager 
tries to help themselves to some tasty fruit, they find 
themselves attacked by a formidable miniature army of 
slicing and slashing mandibles – and who could blame them! Their bite is not very 
painful but several ants attacking simultaneously can be a touch uncomfortable.

The nests are large and built by sticking the leaves at the end of branches together 
to create a sort of globular home.

Most of the nest construction and weaving is conducted at night with major workers 
weaving towards the exterior of the nests and minor workers weaving within the interior. 

A mature colony of green tree ants can hold as many as 100 000 to 500 000 
workers and a colony may span as many as 12 trees and contain as many as 150 
nests. Green ant colonies have one queen and a colony can live for up to eight 
years. Minor workers usually remain within the egg chambers of the nest tending 
the larvae; whereas major workers defend the colony territory, and assist with the 
care of the queen and forage.

Now the numbers don’t always have it. There are sneaky spiders like the Salticidae 
spiders, or jumping spiders, as they are sometimes referred to, which have 
excellent eyesight and are only active during daylight. They weave a protective 
silken cocoon in which to spend the night. Interestingly, this spider does not look 
like a green ant but instead the fiendish arthropod chemically mimics green tree 
ants, affectively disguised as an ant it sneaks into the green ants nest, bluffs it’s 
way into the nursery and feeds on their larvae. Green ants don’t have good vision 
and circumnavigate their surroundings by scent, smelling everything with their 
antennae. Consequently, the ants think the spider is another ant and ignore its 
presence within the nest.

Now is it any wonder green ants are pretty intolerant of any invasion into their territory.

My thanks to Thala Beach resort for permission to use this information. 
Source: http://www.thalabeach.com.au/green-ants-australia/
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Understanding Reports           Circle a letter or write an answer for questions 1 to 8.

1. The main defence green ants have is
A the fortifications in their nests
B their ability to attack in numbers
C the venom in their sting
D their objectionable smell

2. Green ant nests are described as sort of globular? 
This means the nests are

A sticky to touch   B found worldwide
C spherical in shape   D big and spongy

3. The mandibles refer to the green ant’s
A jaws B sting C legs D feelers

4. According to the text which statement is CORRECT?
A The major green ant workers care for the larvae in the nest.
B The jumping spider looks like a green ant.
C A single green ant bite can be quite painful.
D There is more than one nest in a green ant colony.

5. How does the jumping spider avoid being caught in the green ants’ nest?
A it mimics the smell of the green ants
B it sneaks in at night
C it attacks any ant that tries to stop it
D it pretends to be a minor worker

6. How does the writer feel about green ants?
A He finds them fearsome.
B He worries about their destruction of trees.
C He admires their resourcefulness.
D He thinks they are amusing.

7. These words: with a fervour and ferocity only to be attributed to the Mongol hordes  
is an example of

A a simile B a metaphor C a euphemism D an analogy 

8. For how long might a green ant colony survive? 
Write your answer on the line. _____________________________

Lit Tip 2 – Improve your Literacy skills  Irregular plurals
Generally to make a plural noun (or singular verb) you add s (or es or (i)es).
Some nouns have unusual (irregular) plurals: radius/radii, calf/calves, foot/feet
(You may check with a reference source.)

What is the plural for: life ___________, ox __________, person _____________

Try these: penny __________, datum __________, sheep, _________, louse _______

mother-in-law, _______________________, basis __________,  deer __________

What is the singular for: children __________, crises __________, fungi ___________
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Answers Year 7 Comprehension Questions

No.    Title   Answers

  1. Deep Beyond the Reef: 1. C    2. A    3. D    4. A    5. B    6. C    7. B   8. D

  2. Green Ants in North QLD: 1. B    2. C    3. A    4. D    5. A    6. C    7. D    8. 8 years

  3. Bosley: 1. B    2. D    3. A    4. B    5. C    6. D    7. A    8. C

  4. The Earthquake: 1. B    2. D    3. C    4. A    5. A    6. D    7. B    8. A

  5. Canning Stock Route: 1. D   2. 37    3. Halls Creek - Wiluna    4. B    5. (4, 2, 3, 1)         
                       6. A    7. C    8. D

  6. Gumleaf Playing: 1. A    2. B    3. D    4. A    5. C   6. B    7. C    8. D

  7. Terms for Dying: 1. D    2. B    3. A    4. C    5. B    6. C    7. D    8. A

  8. Great Fire of London: 1. D    2. B    3. C    4. A    5. wind died down    6. C    7. A    8. D

  9. Elimination Tournaments: 1. A    2. 3    3. B    4. D    5. C    6. Lyn    7. A    8. D

10. Pigeon Houses of France: 1. TRUE   2. D    3. B    4. C    5. A    6. B    7. C     8. D

11. Tidy Town Scheme: 1. B    2. C    3. A    4. D    5. high visibility    6. D    7. A    8. D

12. Book Review - Kangaroo: 1. C    2. D    3. B    4. C    5. A    6. Reds / Greys    7. A    8. D

13. Meanings Change: 1. B     2. C    3. 1710    4. A    5. D    6. C    7. D    8. A

14. The Brook: 1. A    2. B    3. A    4. C    5. D    6. B    7. D    8. C

15. Playing Dominoes: 1. C    2. D    3. A    4. B    5. C    6. D    7. B    8. A

16. Pulp Fiction: 1. B    2. C    3. B    4. A    5. D    6. C    7. A    8. D

17. Lake Taupo: 1. D    2. D    3. (2)    4. C    5. B    6. A    7. C    8. B

18. White Island Visit: 1. C    2. D    3. A    4. C (2, 3, 4, 1)    5. D    6. D    7. B    8. A

19. Bugs Bunny Biography: 1. D    2. B    3. C    4. A    5. B    6. C    7. D    8. A

20. The Photograph: 1. B    2. C    3. D    4. C    5. A    6. D    7. B    8. A

 
     Continued on the next page...
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